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Without takes as its starting point artist Jonathan Monk (born in 1969 in Leicester, UK, currently living and 
working in Berlin, Germany), yet this exhibition will be about the artist but without the artist. 

The beginning of Jonathan Monk’s work – and one of its primary points of investigation – typically emerges 
from the point at which other artists' ideas culminate into works of art. Without presents artworks by a 
number of international artists, which continue this process of, and approach to, the production of art. More 
significantly however, all of the artworks brought together for the exhibition address artworks made by 
Jonathan Monk, or that use his presence in various ways and in different circumstances directly.

Without makes a portrait of a particular artist through an exhibition of artworks by other artists. The 
exhibition speaks as much about Jonathan Monk and his approach to work, as well as its influence on others, 
than it does about the artists included and their individual practices. To extend the dialogue between Monk 
and the artists included, works from Monk’s own collection will be interspersed within the display. The 
collection includes artworks by by artists Robert Barry, Alighiero Boetti, Chris Burden, Dan Graham, Sol 
LeWitt, Bruce Nauman, Allen Ruppersberg, among others, all of whom have had a pervading influence not 
only on Monk’s own practice but also on the other artists involved in the exhibition as well. 

While Without is without the participation of Jonathan Monk, it is also without any conventional reason or 
theme that commonly brings works of art together. It presents itself instead as an exhibition that collides 
the boundaries between solo and group exhibition, and reconsiders normative ways in which exhibitions are 
both constructed and presented. 



Christian Burnoski’s practice stands very much in line with that of Jonathan Monk’s, turning, as Monk’s does itself, to both art history 
and artworks by other artists for inspiration. His work also plays heavily with ideas of its own presentation and reception. Freedom 
uses a discarded work by Jonathan Monk that was used in part in preparation for another piece by the artist, which involved spraying 
dots of colours on a circular canvas over a set duration of time. Burnoski extends Monk’s message of ‘Free’ with neon, accumulating 
in the word ‘Freedom’. Burnoski’s refashioning draws an analogy between using a work by Monk, which was free or open to both 
interpretation and use, and the idea of freeing the work from an owner or in this case a previous author.

Christian BURNOSKI, FREEDOM, 2012. Discarded canvas from Jonathan Monk, neon. 148 x 60 cm



Ryan GANDER, Enough to start over, 2006. Photographs and earings, 35 x 45 cm,.

Mining a unique approach to art making, Gander’s practice has covered a vast artistic terrain to date, including installations, sculptures, 
drawings, films and lectures, and even gallery assistants. His works confront audiences with truncated and seemingly inconclusive 
narratives, which offer a tremendous sense of mental space for the viewer to explore. By foregrounding the allusive and the fleeting with 
elements of fiction and reality, he positions viewers to question their own roles in relation to acts of perception and interpretation. 

Enough To Start Over makes use of a work by Jonathan Monk, entitled To Tears, which Gander purchased. To Tears is composed of a 
passport photograph of Monk taken at an early age and a pair of earrings piercing through the position of his eyes, resembling tears. 
Gander removed the earrings from his own edition of the work and sent them to this mother to have a passport photograph taken of 
herself wearing the earrings. Gander once remarked that the process of the work is “like appropriating one’s legacy. It is a temporary 
undoing, it’s using art as a material, but it’s also a material that has a very good history”.  



Dan REES, Variable Peace vs. Jonathan Monk, 2006. Video projection, 9 min.

The work of Dan Rees is informed and shaped by the input of other artists. His desire to involve artists in the process of making 
work is founded upon an idea that an artist can be viewed as a medium in their own right.

Variable Peace Up to 21 is an ongoing series of works in which Rees challenges well-known conceptual artists to games of table tennis. 
The starting point for this work emerged after the artist encountered Alighiero Boetti’s light boxes at London’s Tate Gallery that flash 
Ping-Pong-Ping-Pong. This led him to consider table tennis as the perfect game for conceptual artists to play in their spare time: simple, 
quietly intelligent and elegantly controlled. Knowing Jonathan Monk’s appreciation of Boetti’s oeuvre he seemed like the perfect first 
opponent. The piece presented here comprises an audio recording taken during games played against Jonathan Monk as well as his 
second opponent Simon Starling, and a framed work decpicting the ball that was used during the game.
 .



Yann SERANDOUR, Book Deal, 2005. Vinyl lettering, dimensions variable.

Premised on the relationship between the artist, the collector and the interchangeability of their roles – and standing in a lineage of 
thinking synonymous with Serandour’s practice, of which revolves around questions of reference, value, ownership and exchange – 
Book Deal takes its starting point directly from a work made by Jonathan Monk in 2005. Used as the basis for Book Deal, Monk’s piece 
consists of a booksellers advertisement for a publication by Ed Ruscha – denoting its contents, year of publication, its condition, and 
pivotally in this case, its price. Part of the idea of Monk’s work, it was sold at the same price as that listed within the advertisement, 
consequently enabling Monk to purchase the book. The works eventual purchase, and in turn its completion, went to the artist Yann 
Sérandour. Its presentation remains similar, although its price of sale might now be higher. 



Markus SIXAY, Jonathan Monk, September 7 - October 27, 2012, 2012. 50 inkjetprints on paper, 21 x 29,7 cm(each).

Premised on the relationship between the artist, the collector and the interchangeability of their roles – and standing in a lineage of 
thinking synonymous with Serandour’s practice, of which revolves around questions of reference, value, ownership and exchange – 
Book Deal takes its starting point directly from a work made by Jonathan Monk in 2005. Used as the basis for Book Deal, Monk’s piece 
consists of a booksellers advertisement for a publication by Ed Ruscha – denoting its contents, year of publication, its condition, and 
pivotally in this case, its price. Part of the idea of Monk’s work, it was sold at the same price as that listed within the advertisement, 
consequently enabling Monk to purchase the book. The works eventual purchase, and in turn its completion, went to the artist Yann 
Sérandour. Its presentation remains similar, although its price of sale might now be higher. 



Ron TERADA, The Sun Never Really Sets, 2007. Silkscreen print on rag paper.

Terada’s works are often produced specifically for exhibitions. His pieces address an exhibitions concept, its venue or history, but are 
also designed to challenge them, yet often disguised, or at least lead viewer to believe that they have been placed out of view. His 
work is informed by a tradition of conceptual artists disclosing the existence of mediation devices as functioning elements in their 
own right. 

The work included in this exhibition was made for a group show in Lisbon investigating the issue of the art market and its current 
status. The foundations of the work began when Terada took part in a print edition in Vancouver whereupon each participating 
artist received a copy of every other participating artists’ work. Jonathan Monk’s edition, The Sun Never Really Sets, took a page from 
a Sotheby’s catalogue that is offering an Ed Ruscha print for sale, thereby presenting an image of a print for sale as a print for sale – 
which Terada is now selling on. 



Alek O., Jonathan Monk, 2012. Embroidery on canvas. Diameter 37,5 cm (framed)

The starting point of Alek O.’s work is concerned with issues of memory and biography while it aims to investigate, reflect on and 
ultimately in print a particular moment of history by way of an object. The works she produces, often utilising ready-made objects 
and adopting traditional methods of art making such as painting, drawing and embroidery, are infused with a personal narrative that 
she transports to the arena of the exhibition space. Her work transfigures objects she has found or been given, objects that belong 
to her personal domain or those that belong to her friends or family. She changes their appearance and/or form in such a way that 
they appear to recall specific periods of art history, namely minimalism and conceptualism. With this process of transformation, she 
also chronicles the former history of that object, her friendship with others, the migration of her own family, or the memories she has 
of a particular person, all of which will be disseminated and pushed further. This work, produced specifically for this exhibition, uses a 
garment given to her by Jonathan Monk, and makes a portrait of the artist as well as a portrait of an exchange between two artists.  
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In Ecce Bombo, a cult, late-70s movie by Nanni Moretti, there is an iconic scene

in which the protagonist, Moretti himself, is on his way to a party. He calls a

friend and asks: “Will I draw more attention to myself if I actually come to the

party and spend all night in a corner, or if I don’t show up at all?” If Jonathan

Monk were Moretti and the party in question were the exhibition “Without

(Jonathan Monk),” the answer would be clear: by not participating in the show at

all, Monk definitely stood out more than if he had actually been present.

At first glance, the curatorial structure dictated by the proclaimed non-

appearance of an artist reminded me of the last Istanbul Biennial, in which

curators Jens Hoffmann and Adriano Pedrosa wove together a group show that

ultimately created an innovative retrospective of Felix Gonzales-Torres without

there being a single work of his on view. But the connections between these two

shows stop there, not only because Monk is very much alive and highly

productive, but mainly because it is likely that this exhibition, curated by Adam

Carr, is none other than a (meta)work by Monk himself. The other ten invited

artists, it would seem, are mirrors of something deeply connected to Monk’s

practice and work on a similar conceptual level. Several recurring biographical

elements function as entry points to the show: even the colors of the wall labels

are the yellow and blue of Monk’s hometown soccer team (in Leicester, England).

The blue labels denote artworks made for the show and the yellow ones mark out

those works that are part of Monk’s private collection. The collection is

introduced by a label written by Monk himself in which he specifies that the

“multiples, editions, and ephemera… mainly invitation cards” he owns are “not

necessarily meant to be seen as art.” Yet it’s “often a very fine line,” he adds.

Taking a walk through the show, one gets the feeling that the “art world” as seen

through Monk’s eyes ( he calls it a “multicolored swap shop”) is like entering a

nostalgic evocation of the conceptual milieu of the 60s and 70s. In Monk’s world,

time is kept by the minute movements of the clock hands in Alighiero Boetti’s

Orologio Annuale (1986), while invitation cards for Bas Jan Ader’s In Search of

the Miraculous (1975) are a memento of the perpetual dérive, in-between the

conceptual, analytical approach and its subjective counterpart—the core of what

conceptual art is all about. A sort of table tennis game, in other words, judging by

the work Variable Peace vs. Jonathan Monk (2006), a video document of artist

Dan Rees’s habit of challenging his artist-colleagues to a game of ping-pong. Here

we find a metaphor for the tension between control and brilliance, but it is also a

piece that makes explicit the importance of rallying ideas and keeping in touch

with the work of other like-minded characters. The audio recording of the

matches, separated from the video itself and installed separately in another part

of the gallery, functions as a reflection of that exchange, one that can resonate

long after it happened, as the show seems to claim.

In fact, there is not a single work in the exhibition that hasn’t been spurred on

from a dialogue, a direct or indirect influence, a gift, a swap, a letter, a note. The

work of art is here none other than an ephemeral witness of that exchange, fallout

from the fine line that separates the artist from being a collector. If to Ryan

Gander—whose piece Enough to Start Over (2006) made use of an earlier work

by Monk—”appropriating one’s legacy” is a dynamic reflection on the process of

the work, then the whole exhibition can be seen as a refined appropriation of

Monk’s practice, here “shown” in its own primarily associative, appropriative

form. And in the end, the whole system constructed by Carr’s curatorial approach

seems to dissolve in Markus Sixay’s Jonathan Monk, September 7–October 27,

2012 (2012). Here Google map print-outs, hung daily on a wall in the upper floor

of the gallery till the end of the show, track Monk’s movements via an app

installed on his smart phone, reflecting that core conceptual tension of presence

and absence; it’s a kind of Bas Jan Ader 2.0, which at the same time brings back

the presence (or the body) of the artist in his live yet spectral form. Despite Carr’s

stated aim to present a show that “collides the boundaries between solo and

group exhibitions,” the plurality of artistic voices in this particular exhibition
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Brussels, 2012.

2 View of "Without (Jonathan Monk)," Meessen De Clercq,
Brussels, 2012.

3 Dan Rees, Variable Peace vs. Jonathan Monk, 2006.

4 Markus Sixay, Jonathan Monk, September 7–October 27,
2012, 2012.
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ultimately plays second fiddle to the dominant echo of Monk’s figure and

practice.

Matteo Lucchetti is an independent curator and art historian, currently based in Brussels. He is
co-curator of the Visible project and his most recent exhibition, Enacting Populism, was on view
earlier this year at Kadist Art Foundation, Paris, where he was a curatorial resident.
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2 View of "Without (Jonathan Monk)," Meessen De Clercq,
Brussels, 2012. From left: Alighiero Boetti, Orologio annuale,
1986; Christian Burnoski, Freedom, 2012; Markus Sixay,
Jonathan Monk September 7–Ocotber 27, 2012.

3 Dan Rees, Variable Peace vs. Jonathan Monk, 2006. Colour
video with sound, 9 minutes.

4 Markus Sixay, Jonathan Monk, September 7–October 27,
2012, 2012. 50 inkjetprints on paper, 21 x 29,7 cm (each).
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7 Dan Rees, Ryman vs. Mangold, 2005. Colour photograph,
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“Without” takes as its starting point artist Jonathan Monk (born in 1969 in Leicester, UK, currently
living and working in Berlin, Germany), yet this exhibition will be about the artist but without the
artist.

The beginning of Jonathan Monk’s work – and one of its primary points of investigation –
typically emerges from the point at which other artists’ ideas culminate into works of art.
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“Without” presents artworks by a number of international artists, which continue this process of,
and approach to, the production of art. More significantly however, all of the artworks brought
together for the exhibition address artworks made by Jonathan Monk, or that use his presence in
various ways and in different circumstances directly.

“Without” makes a portrait of a particular artist through an exhibition of artworks by other artists.
The exhibition speaks as much about Jonathan Monk and his approach to work, as well as its
influence on others, than it does about the artists included and their individual practices. To extend
the dialogue between Monk and the artists included, works from Monk’s own collection will be
interspersed within the display. The collection includes artworks by by artists Robert Barry,
Alighiero Boetti, Chris Burden, Dan Graham, Sol LeWitt, Bruce Nauman, Allen Ruppersberg,
among others, all of whom have had a pervading influence not only on Monk’s own practice but
also on the other artists involved in the exhibition as well.

While “Without” is without the participation of Jonathan Monk, it is also without any conventional
reason or theme that commonly brings works of art together. It presents itself instead as an
exhibition that collides the boundaries between solo and group exhibition, and reconsiders
normative ways in which exhibitions are both constructed and presented.

-

With Olivier Babin, Christian Burnoski Ryan Gander, Alek O., Dan Rees, Yann Sérandour, Ariel
Schlesinger, Markus Sixay, Ron Terada

& featuring works from the collection of Jonathan Monk

Curated by Adam Carr

-

at Meessen De Clercq, Brussels

until 27 October 2012

-

For more info, click here

-
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